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SUMMARY

Areas Inspected: This routine, announced. inspection involved 325 inspector-hours
onsite in the areas of emergency, abnormal, operation, maintenance, instrument
and performance procedure review and implementation of independent verification.

Results: Of . the. seven areas inspected, no violations or deviations were~

identified. The findings identified in this report have been designated as
an Inspector Followup-Item,
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*W. Anfin, Mechanical Maintenance Engineer
*J. Ashe, Electrical Maintenance Engineer
*W. Barron, Senior Instructor
*K. Beaver, Reactor Operator Candidate
*R. Bledsoe, Electrical Maintenance Engineer
*M. Bolch, Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
*J. Cox, Technical Services Superintendent
*W. Deal, Station Health Physicist
*S. Dressler, Project Engineer
*C. Graves, Superintendent of Operations
*J. Hampton, Station Manager
*C. Hartzell, Licensing and Projects Engineer
*J. Knuti, Operating Engineer
*P. Leroy, Licensing Engineer
*J.llowery, Performance
*D. Rogers, 1&E Engineer
*G. Smith, Superintendent of Maintenance
"J. Stackley, I&E Support Engineer

Other Organizations

W. Hicks, Senior Field Services Engineer, Westinghouse

NRC Resident Inspectors

*P. Skinner, Senior Rest. dent Inspector, Catawba
*W. T. Orders, Senior Resident Inspector, McGuire
*H E. Bibb, Resident Inspector, St. Lucie
*W.' Ruland, Resident Inspector, Farley

* Attended exit interviews

2. Exit Interview

The inspection results were discussed at length with licensee personnel
during the afternoon of May 17, 1984. The inspection scope and findings
were formally summarized on May 18, 1984. After clarification and some
correction, the licensee acknowledged the inspection findings. The' findings
identified in this report have been designated as Inspector Followup Item
413/84-53-01: " Procedure Team Findings May 1984."
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3. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

Not Inspected.

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items were not identified during this inspection.

5. Procedure Review (42452B, 42700, 424008)

The inspectors performed an evaluation of selected plant procedures. Two
procedural evaluation processes were utilized: 1) the document review
method consisting of a desk top review of the procedure and related
references and documents; and 2) the operator / technician walk through method
consisting of observing licensee personnel simulate the tasks prescribed by
the procedure and assessing the completeness and correctness of the
information and instruction provided in the procedure by query'rg the
operator / technician.

The procedures evaluation methods described above were used to determine the
following aspects of the Catawba plant procedures.

1

that the procedures were technically correct;-

that the procedures were usable and could be understood and followed-

without undue confusion, delays, and errors;

that the procedures provided correct references;-

that there was correspondence between the procedures and the plant-

hardware; and

that the language and level of information in the procedures were-

compatible with the minimum number, qualification, training, and
experience of plant staff.

During the evaluation, the inspectors used guidelines provided in the
following documents:

NUREG 0899, Guidelines for the Preparation of Emergency Operating-

Procedures

NUREG/CR-1369, SAND 80-7054, Procedures Evaluation Checklist for-

Maintenance, Test, and Calibration Procedures
,

NUREG/CR-2005, SAND /81-7074, Checklist for Evaluating Emergency-

Procedures Used in Nuclear Power Plants

Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Quality Assurance Program Require--

ments (Operations)
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NUREG 0737, Item 1.C.6, Guidance on Procedures for Verifying Correct-

Performance of Operating Activities

Summarized below are the conclusions reached during the evaluation.

a. There is a general use of vague and approximate specifications without
providing bounding limits or acceptable deviations from plant
parameters.

b. Incorrect references to technical specifications and additional
procedures exist.

|
! c. Operators are not required to physically carry a procedure if sign-offs

are not provided; however, they are constrained to follow the procedure
exactly.

l
| d. Requirements for when a cross-disciplinary review is necessary and what

constitutes a cross-disciplinary review are not defined.

e. Some operator unfamiliarity with emergency operating procedures was
disclosed.

f. Inconsistencies in emergency operating procedure logic existed.
'

g. Certain emergency operating procedures may have excessive referencing
to other procedures.

h. Caution statements sometimes contain action steps and do not alway.
.precede the the action statements.
|

1. Monthly performance test procedures have no work sheets.

J. Tool and reference lists are incomplete.

k. Instrumentation procedures do not include independent verification on
an item-by-item basis for the restoration phase.

1. Reactor coolant pressure boundary vents and drains are not indepen-
dently verified.

m. Root valves between the first valta off the system and the instrument
isolation valve are not controlled.

n. Masterfile copies of procedures are outdated or incomplete.

In addition to the above, the inspectors concluded that the inadequacies
found in various plant procedures reviewed, indicate an apparent general
weakness in the technical review of procedures. Specifically, the
Station Review Committee may not be providing suff'-ient technical review
to ensure that procedures are technically accurate.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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Within the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.
,

6. Emergency and Abnormal Operating Procedures (424528)
,

The procedures detailed below were reviewed for both administrative
sufficiency as well zi technical validity. The review consisted of
in-office analysis of the procedures, discussion of procedure content with
licensee personnel, and procedure walk-through with licensee personnel.

The following emergency and abnormal operating procedures were reviewed.

EP/1/A/5000/01, Reactor Trip or Safety Injection

EP/1/A/5000/1C, High Energy Line Break Inside Containment

EP/1/A/5000/1E, Steam Generator Tube Rupture

EP/1/A/5000/2C3, Steam Generator High Level

EP/1/A/5000/203, High Pressurizer Pressure

EPP1/A/5000/2E1, High Containment Pressure

EP/1/A/5000/03, Loss of All AC Power

AP/1/A/5500/16, Malfunction of Nuclear Instrumentation System

AP/1/A/5500/19, Loss of Residual Heat Removal<

AP/1/A/5500/25, Damaged Spent Fuel
.

The inspectors identified a number of discrepancies which were provided to
the licensee for subsequent inclusions, as appropriate, in later revisions
to the operating procedures. The findings are detailed below.

a. EP/1/A/5000/01

- Step B The procedure does not provide a means to check off
that the symptoms leading into the procedure had
been observed.

- Step C.2 Although an Immediate Action, if the reactor will
not trip, the operator is referenced to another
procedure EP/1/A/5000/2A1 instead cf listing the
two steps to be taken listed in that procedure.

- Step D.3.a.1 If a safety injection has occurred as is presumed
by this procedure step, specific equipment should
be - indicating in part that an isolation has
occurred. The logical "IF required" statement in
the right column is confusing in that the isolation
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should have occurred, did not and should be j
manually initiated. This again is an indication of |
many similar steps which were the basis of
confusion on the part of the operating staff during
procedure walk-throughs.

- Step D.3.a.2 This step has the operator check to determine if
containment pressure has remained below 3 psig and
if it has, to check that specific equiment is all
dark. If containment pressure had remained less
than 3 psig but specific equipment is not all dark,
the response not obtained column automatically
assumes that containment pressure has gone above
3 psig. The right hand column does n'ot adequately
address failure to achieve the expected response.
This resulted in operator confusion during
procedure walk-through.

This comment applies to many steps in the procedure
where in the right hand column statement begins
with "IF required."

b. EP/1/A/5000/1C
'

- Step 1 This step refers the operator to Section 6.0 of procedurc
OP/1/A/6450/10 which does not have a Section 6.0.

c. EP/1/A/5000/IE

Request for secondary sample to determine boron concentration was-

not listed in Step 1 of EP/5000/1E but the operator stated he
.'

would do it.

Page 1, the first caution statement references a foldout.-

Enclosure 1 did not foldout.
- Step Sb - use of approximate value instead of defined limits.

d. EP/1/A/5000/2C3

Step 7.c - If IEMF-34 is on alarm, the operator is directed to the-

" response not obtained" column which directs attention to
Step 7.e. Step 7.e, if moved to the right hand column, would be '

less confusing. This step resulted in operator confusion during
procedure walk-through.
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| .e. EP/1/A/5000/2D3
!

Step 2.c - If .PZR PORV are not open, the operator is directed _to-

manually open one PZR PORV. The next statement of that step
,

states that "if all PORVs cannot. be opened." The step only
required one PORV. This confused an operator during procedure ,

4 '

walk-through.

Seal water injection flow control _ valve (INV-309) is referred to
by number in the procedure but is not labeled on the control
board.

f. EP/1/A/5000/2E1
,

i- Step 1 - Refers to EP/1/A/5000/1C6,-' Loss of Emergency Coolant-

; Recirc. Procedure EP/1/A/5000/1C6 is LOCA Outside
Containment.

Procedure (s) pages do not provide revision numbers nor '' -

; dates as suggested by NUREG 0899,'and NUREG/CR-2005.

Where procedures require the verification of a-

parameter, in many instances, no quantitative acceptance.
,

criteria are provided. - ,
,

; This step has the operator check to determine if ND-

; Auxiliary Containment Spray should be provided yet.
' of fers no guidance on how to accomplish this .determ'na--

_

: tion, i .e. , containment pressure, etc. _ This resulted in.
} operator. confusion on procedure walk-through.

- ' Step 7.a.-This step checks to determine if one train of ND .is in
cold leg recirculation and if not, the operator is

- -

referred to step 9 of. that procedure. -Step- 9 checks for--

containment hydrogen concentration and-if--concentration
is' acceptable, the operator _ is directed to. return .to'

i "... orocedure in effect" without returning to step 7.
.This would result in the operator 'prematively exiting;3

' ~

the procedure and/or not returning. This step resulted
in operator confusion on procedure walk-through.

Step 8 . Requires the operator to align ND for Auxiliary Contain-; =

] ment Spray without' determining if.it is required.
1

_

Step 8.c. This' step has the operator check if fontainment Pressure--

<10 psig;' .if. containment pressure is >10 psig, the'
operator' is referred . back rto step 8.a, apparently;
creating a closed logic path,

_

'

q

;

i.
J

,

:
;

_

, _ - - , a . _ _ . - . . . . . _ _ . _ .., a. _ _ - - ~ . . .;, ,. ;-
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Step 12 Has the operator check to determine if hydrogen-

recombiners should be started. Step a checks to deter-
mine if hydrogen concentration is less than 6%. If the
concentration is greater than 6%, the operator is
directed to " return to the precedure in effect" without
going to step b where the recombiners are started. This
led to operator confusion on procedure walk-through.

g. EP/1/A/5000/03

Step 4 The procedure is Loss of All AC Power, therefore, the-

diesels are assumed not to function, yet step 4
addresses the diesels. This resulted in operator
confusion during procedure walk-through. Further, if
you assume no diesels are available and continue through
the response not obtained column to the end, the step
cannot be completed, i.e., no direction; go to etc.
This resulted in operator confusion during procedure
walk-through.

h. AP/1/A/5500/19

- Enclosure refirenced on page 6/?.7, step 4, RNO should be 4.4 vice
9.3. ,

1. AP/1/A/5500/25

- Step C.1.C.1 control room would use "VP Emergency Stop" vice
containment A and B fan units Fan Control 0 local control board.

The inspectors reviewed procedures EP/1/A/5000/1C, High Energy Line Break
Inside Containment, EP/1/A/5000/2F3, Voids in the Reactor Vessel, and
OP/1/A/6450/10, Containment Hydrogen Control Systems, to verify that the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.44 and NUREG 0737, Item II.F2 for Reactor Coolant
System Vents, Reactor Vessel Level Instrumentation and Post Accident
Hydrogen Control were incorporated in the procedures. The inspectors
determined that the procedures were in place for emergency operation of
these accident mitigating systems.

Within the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.

7. Operating Procedures (424508)

The following procedures were given an in-depth technical review and were
walked down with an operator. The technical review included checking ~ for
proper review and approval, format, reference verification, verification of
correct valve numbers and functional descriptions, quality control hold
points, technical specification compliance, and procedure workability.

- OP/1/A/6100/01, Change 0, Controlling Procedure for Unit Startup

.
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- OP/1/A/6200/07, Containment Spray Systera

- OP/1/A/6200/10, Upper Head Injection

- OP/1/A/6250/02, Change 2, Retype 1 - Auxiliary Feedwater System

The following procedures were given the same technical review, but were not
walked down.

- OP/1/A/6400/05, Change 18, Component Cooling System

- OP/1/A/6200/01, Chemical and Volume Control System

The inspectors identified a number of discrepancies which were provided to
the licensee for subsequent inclusion, as appropriate, in later revisions to
the operating procedures. The significant findings are detailed below.

a. OP/1/A/6100/01

- Section 3.2.54 "NV Pump #1 Speed Control" New label plate reads:
"PD Pump Speed Control."

- Section 3.2.70.C - Wrcag Procedure Number referenced at end of
this paragraph

Section 3.2.81.2 - ICM 839 label plate reads:-

"S/G Warming Isol to Cond 1A" in lieu of
"(Main Feedline Purge to Main Cond)"

- Section 3.2.88.3.1 - Label Plates
For 1HS-141 and 1HS-161 Read:

"FSRH A and B SCAV STM to 182 HTR"
"FSRH C and D SCAV STM to IB1 HTR", respectively. Procedure-
reads something else.

Enclosure 4.1, Paragraph 13 - There are no switches on HVAC panel-

1MC5 for the following:

LWR CONT VP TRAIN A ENABLE
INCORE VP TRAIN A ENABLE

Enclosure 4.1, Paragraph 19 - There is presently no method to-

measure control room ambient temperature. Therefore, it could not
be determined control room temperature <120 F as required by this
paragra ph.

Enclosure 4.2, Paragraph 18 - The procedure referenced here,-

OP/0/A/6400/14 (Makeup Demineralized Water Distribution), was. not
on file in the control room. The procedure currently being used
is TOI/0/A/6400/12.

. _. . . . ._
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Enclosure 4.3, Paragraph 14 - Procedure PT/1/A/4600/03 should be-

038. Also, 03C should be added here.

b. OP/1/A/6200/07

- Step 2.5 Procedure should identify where this-

information is to be read, i.e.,

gage, computer printer, local

Step 3.2.3.5 " Caution" The term "should" implies this may- -

not be required. Is this intended?
This appears to be an action item in
a caution note.

- Step 3.2 " Caution" It is recommended that this be-

identified on the valve lineup sheet
since the procedure may be separated
from the enclosures.

- Steps 3.2.6 and 4.2.3 - The remainder of the valves or RHR
spray trains are not covered by this
procedure.

Enclosure 5.1 - Valve NS-79 is not addresssd-

- Enclosure 5.1 - Dwg. No. CN-1563-1.0 indicates flanges upstream of
NS100, 101, 104, and 105.

Enclosure 5.1 - Valve NS-70 is listed throttled but throttle-

position is not given.

c. OP/1/A/6250/02

Enclosure 4.1, Title, All 4 Pages - Title begins with " Auxiliary- -

Building." The other enclosures begin with " Auxiliary Feedwater
System."

Enclosure 4.1, Paragraph 1.6 - Should specify an actual desired-

operating band.

- Enclosure 4.1, Paragraphs 2.5 and 2.6 - These paragraphs should be-
reversed in order to prevent an inadvertent auto start of CA
pumps,

f

Enclosure 4.1, Paragraph 25.E and F - Should be: Seismic Instru--

mentation (T.S. 3.3.3.3), Meteorological Instrumentation (T.S.
3.3.3.4)

Enclosure 4.1, Paragraph 25.H - Should be: (T.S. 3.8.4)-

|

i
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- Enclosure 4.2, Paragraph 13 - Wrong procedure number referenced
here.

Enclosure 4.4, Paragraph 3 - Wrong procedure number.-

Within the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.

8. Performance Test Procedures (47400B)

The inspectors reviewed a sample of performance test procedures applied to
safety-related equipment.

These procedures were reviewed against plant drawings with some receiving a
detailed step-by-step walk-through in the control room and throughout the
plant as specifically called for by the procedure. The walk-throughs were
conducted by the inspectors with the assistance of licensed personnel.
Emphasis was given upon whether or not the procedure was performable as
written, and whether or not the labels and designations in the procedures
matched those on the hardware.

The following performance procedures were evaluated.

- PT/1/A/4200/01H, Equipment Hatch Leak Rate Test

- PT/1/A/4200/02C, Refueling Containment Integrity Verification

- PT/1/A/4200/07A, Centrifugal Charging Pump 1A Test

- PT/1/A/4200/10A, Residual Heat Removal Pump 1A Performance Test

PT/1/A/4200/10C, ND Automatic Isolation and Interlock Test-

- PT/1/A/4200/11, Emargency Boration Flow Rate Verification

- PT/1/A/4250/06, CA Valve Verification

- PT/1/A/4250/06B, CA System Flow Verification Test

PT/1/A/4350/06, 4160 Volt Essertial Power System Test-

PT/1/A/a600/02, Periodic Surveillance Items-

'

- PT/1/A/4600/03A, Monthly Surveillance Items

- PT/1/A/4600/15, Manual Reactor Trip Functional Test

PT/1/A/4600/16, Surveillance Requirements for Unit 1 Startup-

The inspectors identified a number of discrepancies which were provided to
the licensee for subsequent inclusions, as appropriate, in later revisions
to the operating procedures. The significant findings are detailed below.
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a. PT/1/A/4200/0111

Section 2.0, References, add reference to procedure MP/0/A/7150/20-

and/or related drawing.
~

Section 3.0, has no frequency identified for the performance of-

this test. If it is part of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, then it should
be stated as so.

b. PT/1/A/4200/02C

Section 7.0, Required Unit Status, states "None." Why not enter-

Mode 6 here?

- Step 12.8 requires two separate and independent verifications for
the valves listed in Enclosure 13.2 of procedure. There are about
24 valves .in the enclosure with no sign-off next to each valve.
How is independent verification accomplished?

c. PT/1/A/4200/07A

I - No acceptance criteria is provided for Ap and vibration
parameters in steps 11.1.1, 11.1.2 and 11.1.3 of the procedure.
The inspector was informed that the data will be obtained during
the first pump run as part of the IWP program which will establish
base line data. This was found to be acceptable.

Step 11.3 should state ASME Section XI, Subsection IWV, instead of-

IWP.

d. PT/1/A/4200/10A

- Step 7.4 of the required station status prior to performing test
requires assurance that the FWST level be above low level alarm
setpoint. A quantitative control value (e.g. , percent level in
FWST) would be more appropriate in this case.

Step 9.0 and Enclosure 13.5 requires valve realignment upon test-

completion to the "As Found" position. Although the inspector
identified this to be a concern of acceptable practice, the issue
was resolved because step 12.4 requires the system valve lineup
to be aligned as per OP/1/A/6200/04, Section 3.0, with the excep-
tion of the valves listed in enclosure 13.5, OP/1/A/6200/04,
Section 3.0 has the system lined up for operational readiness.

Section 11.0 Acceptance Criteria is to be provided later.-

Although, this was found to be initially unacceptable to the
inspector, the Licensee has stated that they will obtain baseline
data during the -first pump run. This first pump run is designed
to provide values for operational readiness of the pump per table
IWP-3100-2. Hence, the inspector's concern was resolved.

- _ _ _ - - _ -
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Step 12.13 requires the operator to throttle valve IND 26 (ND HX-

AA outlet flow control) until flowrate is 4000 + 80 gpm-240 gpm.
The specified instrument IND PG 5041 is a local flow rate gauge.

e. PT/1/A/4200/11

- Section 2.0, " References" of this procedures provides Catawba
Technical Specification Section 4.1.2.2.d but does not reference
Technical Specification Section 3.1.2.2 which describes the system
flowpath.

- Section 8.0, " Prerequisite System Conditions" requires the NV
system to be aligned per OP/1/A/6200/01, Chemical Volume Control
System. Section 12.0 " Procedure" requires the operation of valve
1NV-2368. This valve is not considered in OP/1/A/6200/01;
however, it is covered in OP/1/A/6150/09, " Boron Concentration
Control" which is not provided in the " Emergency Boration Flow
Rate Verification" procedure references.

f. PT/1/A/4250/06

- Section 6.0, " Limits and Precautions," the electrical breakers
associated with motor operated valves ICA-2, 7A, 98, and 11A are
required to be tagged open. This requirement appears in an
operations procedure OP/1/A/6250/02 which is not stated in Section
2.0, " References."

- Section 8.0 states that the Auxiliary Feedwater System is aligned
per OP/1/A/6250/02; however, this procedure provides different
valve lineups. To avoid any confusion, specific sections of
OP/1/A/6250/02 should be specified.

The procedure provides a valve verification checklist which-

requires valves ICA-36, 48, 52, and 64 to be 100% open.
OP/1/A/6250/02, Section 2.12 " Placing the CA System in Standby
Readiness" is a contradiction requiring that the valves be 55%
open. This throttle position is apparently to prevent pump
runout. The inspectors also noted that the aforementioned valve
position indications in the control room indicate 0% for fully
open and 100% for fully closed. To avoid confusion, the licensee
has provided panel indication that 100% represents closed;
howevar, this clarification is not provided at the Remote Shutdown |
Panel. Under the stressful condition < which would be associated
with the actual use of the Remote Shutdown Panel, confusion
regarding the actual valve position could result.

g. PT/1/A/4250/06B

- Step 12.2.2 and 12.4.2 of the procedure. The SG IB flow instru-
ment is identified as ICAP 5102, whereas the control board shows
it to be ICAP 5100.

-.
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Section 2.0, References, does not include reference to appropriate-

drawing.

h. PT/1/A/4600/03A

Section 9.0, " Test Method" of this procedure. The requirement for-

verification of the accuracy and/or precision of a particular
parameter includes all meter and computer indications available in
the control room. This section should include the mention of the
Auxiliary Shutdown Panel since the procedure involves remote
shutdown monitoring instrumentation which appears on
Enclosure 13.3 of the procedure.

- Enclosure 13.2 " Seismic Instrumentation" of this procedure
incorrectly references Technical Specification 4.3.3.4.1 for the
triaxial time History Accelograph Channel Check surveillance. The
correct Technical Specification reference is 4.3.3.3.1.

t Additionally, this comment applies to the triaxial Switch Channel
Check and triaxial Response Spectrum Recorder Channel Check as
stated on Enclosure 13.2.

I Enclosure 13.4 requires EMF-41 to have monthly source check for-

both high and low ranges. The instrumentation does not provide a
means of checking a high and low range since the instrument has
only a low range.

The enclosures to the procedure generally do not provide data-

recording or computation sheets for logging parameters and
calculating differential valves from said parameters.

- Enclosure 15.6 " Miscellaneous Monthly Surveillance Items," Item
No. 2 references Technical Specification 4.3.1.1, Note 9,
Table 4.3-1. Note 9 states, in part, that monthly surveillance
shall include verification of the Baron Dilution Alarm Setpoint of
less than or equal to five times background; however, this
surveillance requirement does not appear in the procedure
enclosure.

i. PT/1/A/4600/16

Enclosure 13.4 to this procedure verifies from the Main Control-

Board that upon actuation Pressurizer Heater Groups A and B
energize. The above is accomplished by manually energizing the
pressurizer heater from the blockout bus. This operation does not
verify emergency power available to the heater through the
emergency power bus tie since its associated breaker (ETA to FTA
Feeder and Supply Breaker) remains open.
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- Interviews with licensee personnel indicates that validation of
Plant pts began on May 15, 1984. Operations intends to complete
validation of all Mode 6 surveillance procedures prior to initial
fuel load. Commer.ts regarding the validation performance by
operations will be evaluated and incorporated, if appropriate,
into the procedures. Training management indicated that no
special training is anticipated regarding revised surveillance
procedures. Operations management indicated that no special post
change notifications will be provided to the operations other than
providing the revised procedures into the normal document system.
The inspectors expressed concern to licensee management that some
training on revised surveillance procedures should be provided to
the operations prior to the actual required performance of the
procedures. Licensee management indicated that the Operations
Update List (required reading) may be used to alert operators to
significant P.T. changes, if warranted.

Within the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.

9. Maintenance Procedures (42400B)

The inspectors reviewed a sample of maintenance procedures applied to
safety-related equipment. In evaluating the procedures, the review included
discussions of procedure content with licensee personnel, comparisons of the
procedure steps against approved plant drawings, and verifications that
labels and designations in the procedures matched those on the hardware.

A listing of maintenance procedures reviewed is tabulated below.

- MP/0/A/2001/05, Westinghouse DS-416 Air Circuit Breakers Inspection

- MP/0/A/7150/19, Centrifugal Charging Pump 011 Cooler Removal and
Replacement

MP/0/A/7150/21, Centrifugal Charging Pump Auxiliary Lube Oil Pump-

Corrective Maintenance

MP/0/A/7150/36, Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve-

MP/0/A/7150/44, Safety Injection Pump Corrective Maintenance-

- MP/0/A/7150/48, Steam Generator Power Operated Relief Valve
Corrective Maintenance

MP/0/A/7200/04, Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Turbine Generator Governor-

and Removal

(
MP/0/A/7200/08, Feedwater Isolation Valve Corrective Maintenance-

MP/0/A/7200/12, Terry Turbine Trip Throttling Valve Corrective-

Maintenance

,

-
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MP/0/A/7650/02, Lubrication of Safety-Related Equipment-

The inspectors identified a number of discrepancies which were provided to
the licensee for subsequent inclusion, as appropriate, in later revisions to
the operating procedures. The significant findings are detailed below.

a. MP/0/A/7150/19

Steps 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 require lube oil to be drained. However, upon
work completion, no step is provided for lube oil refill.

b. MP/0/A/7150/21

Steps 11.2.4 and 11.2.5 require lube oil to be drained. However, no
step is provided for oil refill.

c. MP/0/A/7150/36

Item 11.5.5 of the procedure states " Install the disc stack into-

valve registering into the sent ring." Licensee personnel were
unable to explain to the inspectors what this statement meant.

Item 11.5.22 provides a space for a special compression tool to be-

shown in that space; however, the spa ~ce is blank. This comment,
additionally, applies to Enclosure 13.2 pages 1 through 4 which
are essentially blank.

The omissions were on the Master Copy of the procedure obtained from
Document Control. Licensee personnel did produce the control copy of
the procedure which provided the lacking information.

d. MP/0/A/7150/48

- In Section 8.0 "Special Tools" of this procedure a torque wrench
is stated; however, the specific size is not stated.

The text of the procedure calls for the special tools (i .e. ,-

temporary air lines, manually operated pressure regulators,
lifting strings) however; these special tools do not appear in the
"Special Tools" section of the procedure.

- Item 11.2.3 of the procedure states " Attach a sling to the
actuator assembly." Enclosure 13.2 provides a diagram of the
Support Sling Connection. The inspectors stated that this rigging
diagram should be referenced in the aforementioned line item to
preclude incorrect rigging.

Item 11.2.18.1 of the procedure includes a caution statement which-

appears after the procedure step text.
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e. MP/0/A/7200/08

- The text provides single torque specifications which appear in
individual line items. Referenced enclosures provide torque
sequences and pass numbers. The inspector expressed concern that
the typical line item states to torque the component to a specific
torque and sign off the enclosed data sheet which could result in
the worker to immediately torque the component to the prescribed
valve before reading the prescribed method in the enclosure.

The review of maintenance procedures revealed that Section 3.0 " Personnel
Requirements" directs the reader to refer to Section III of the Work Request
to identify the personnel requirement. Discussions with licensee management
indicated at this time the work supervisor will select those maintenance
personnel which he believes possess the abilities to per1orm the required
maintenance in an quality manner. The licensee indicated that an Employee
Training Qualification System (ETQS) is being developed which will provide
" qualified qualifiers" to train maintenance personnel on specific mainte-
nance tasks. At a later date, .this program will produce individuals
specifisally designated to perform this procedural maintenance. The
inspector noted that Station Directive 3.3.5 (M) " Preventive Maintenance
Review Committee" specifies the makeup of this committee; however, a
representative from QA was not present. The inspectors expressed concern
that a QA representative should be available for input to this committee and
that this probably could best be done as a member.

Discussions with maintenance engineers indicate that all maintenance
procedures will undergo review and necessary revisions starting in June 1984
and that this review will include consideration of many of the inspectors'
comments.

Within the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.

10. Instrument Procedures (42400B)

The inspectors performed an examination of instrumentation procedures and
discussed the content and technical basis with the licensee.

The following instrument procedures were reviewed.

- IP/1/A/3030/01, Main Steam to Auxiliary Equipment System (Safety
Related) Testing and Calibration

IP/1/A/3121/12, Calibration Procedure for Reactor Coolant System-

Instrumentation (Safety-Related) j

IP/1/A/3140/03D, Auxiliary Feedwater System Safety-Related Instru- '-

mentation - Turbine Driven Pump IC

.
- IP/1/A/3140/03E, Aux-Feedwater System Safety-Related Instrumentation

Steam Generator. "A" Auxiliary Feedwater Flow and
Controls

i
1

!

. . , _
!
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IP/1/A/3145/05, Containment Spray Narrow and Wide Range Pressure-

Instrumentation Procedure

IP/1/A/3200/10, Reactor Trip Breaker Trip Device Semi-Annual-

Functional Test

- IP/1/A/3200/08, Reactor Trip Breaker Device Monthly Functional Test

A concern regarding independent verification in instrumentation procedures
is detained in paragraph 11.

Within the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.

11. Independent Verification (25151)

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's implementation of NUREG 0737, Item
1.C.6, Guidance on Procedures for Verifying Correct Performance of Operating
Activities. NUREG 0737, Item 1.C.6 requires that licensee procedures be
revised, as necessary, to assure that an effective system of verifying the
correct performance of operating activities is provided as a means of
reducing human errors and improving quality of normal operations.

I

The inspectors reviewed the following administrative procedure manuals to
verify that the requirements of NUREG 0737, Item 1.C.6 have been adequately
implemented at the Catawba Nuclear Station.

- Duke Power Company Administrative Policy Manual
- Catawba Nuclear Station Station Directives
- Catawba Nuclear Station Operations Management Procedures Manual
- Catawba Nuclear Station Maintenance Management Procedures Manual

In addition, the inspector reviewed selected operations, instrumentation,
performance and maintenance procedures to verify that the requirements of
NUREG 0737, Item 1.C.6 and the implementing administrative guidance had been
incorporated in the procedures.

The Duke Power Company Administrative Policy Manual (APM) specifies the
corporate policy regarding independent verification and its use to
accomplish the requirements of NUREG 0737, Item 1.C.6. The Catawba Nuclear
Station Directives, Operations Management Procedures, and Maintenance
Management Procedures implement these requirements at the Catawba Nuclear
Station.

The inspectors identified the following discrepancies.

a. Station Directive (SD) 4.2.2 Rev. O, Independent Verification, does not
include guidance on the number of. manipulations requiring independent
verification that can be accomplished in a single procedural step with
a single sign-off and single independent verification sign-off.

b. SD 4.2.2, Section 8.5 does not include primary system pressure boundary -
vent / drain valves.

_ _ - ._
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. Revisions in process to OMP 2-18, Rev. 6, Tagout/ Removal and Restora-
tion (R&R) Procedure, OMP 1-4, Rev. 6, Use of procedures and OMP 4-1,
Rev. 3, Procedure Writing Guide, reflecting the requirements for
independent verification specified in SD 4.2.2 were not completed,

d. MMP 1-2, Procedure Development require item by item sign-off and
independent verification sign-off on restoration instead of the general
statement and single sign-off and independent verification sign-off
that is required in Rev. 2 (discussion below).

Presently, the licensee's instrumentation procedures are utilizing a general
statement, one sign-off, and one verification sign-off as specified ir.
MMP 1-2, Procedure Development, for the restoration of equipment important
to safety. Examples of this practice are contained in the procedures listed
below.

* IP/1/A/3140/03E

Enclosures 11.1, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, 11.7, 11.8, 11.9, and 11.10-

* IP/1/A/3145/05

- Enclosures 11.1.11, 11.1.12, 11.1.13, 11.1.14, and 11.1.16

In addition to the above concern, the inspectors could find no controlling
procedures for any root type valves that are in line between the first valve
off the system and the local instrument isolation valve. Presently,
operations controls the first valve off the system and I&E controls the
local instrument isolation valves. There exists no provision for
controlling the root valves in between. An example of this inadequacy is
the root valve for INI PG 5770, a flow gage for the Safety Injection System.

Within the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.

.- --


